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Lijia Zhang 
Author of “Socialism is Great”  
International Writer & Commentator 
 

China’s Societal Development 

 

An inspiring speaker whose life story reflects the phenomenal changes which have occurred 
in China 
 

Professional experience   

 A well known international writer and columnist, unique in being the only China-based Chinese writer who 
writes in English.  

 A best-selling author who wrote a spirited memoir as a former Chinese factory worker who grew up in 
Nanjing, participated in the Tiananmen Square protests and ended up an international writer.  

 As a teenager Lijia Zhang worked in a factory producing missiles designed to reach North America.  

 Lijia's disillusionment with "The Glorious Cause" drove her to study English, which strengthened her 
intellectual independence.  

 By narrating the changes in her own life, Lijia chronicles the momentous shift in China's economic policy. 
 

Books, Published papers, Media  

 Author of “Socialism is Great!: a worker’s memoir of the New China”  

 Author of a novel, “Lotus”, set in the southern Chinese city of Shenzhen on prostitution in China. 
 

Sample presentation topics  

 Socialism is Great!  -- with insight and humour, Lijia tells about her coming of age, illustrating from where 
China has come and the pressing issues facing China today.  

 A Frog in a Well: -- taking a famous Chinese story by the ancient philosopher Zhuangzhi, she talks about 
the Frog, trapped in a well, unable to see the great world beyond the patch of sky above, and finding the 
inspiration to make the jump.  

 The Changing Role of Women in China: -- personal stories that illustrate the changes Chinese women 
have gone through, what the Chinese Communists did for women and the setbacks brought by the 
reforms in recent years. 

 China’s Cultural Evolution; how changing values, the revival of Confucian ideology, the return of religion 
and a new role for women combines to reshape China’s society. 

 

Lijia Zhang - Personal bio-data 
 

 Professional speaker and moderator on contemporary China at conferences.  

 Delivers lectures at universities around the world.  

 Voted one of the “40 Beijing Heroes” by TimeOut Beijing, October 2008. 

 Subject of a BBC documentary, Peschardts People, May 2009.  

 Recipient of the prestigious International Writer’s Program, University of Iowa, 
sponsored by the US State Department, 2009  

 Holds a Masters degree in Creative and Life Writing at Goldsmiths College, 
University of London  

 

“An inspiring example of promoting the understanding between China and Britain.” 
Tony Blair, then UK Prime Minister during a State Visit to China in 2008  
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